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ABSTRACT 
 
Novariyanto. The Study of Implicature on Creatips as one of A Mild Cigarette 
Advertisements Submitted As Partial Fullfillment of the Requirement for the Sarjana 
Degree, Faculty of Humanities, Airlangga University, Surabaya  
 

This study aims to discover how A Mild Creatips performs the Implicature. 
Creatips is viewed as one of unique advertisements on A Mild cigarette products. It is 
one of the series of the most well-known A Mild’s thematic campaign which is 
‘Bukan Basa Basi’. It contains unique tips that are not giving an appropriate respond 
as the way a tip should be, at its superficial level. This study applies Grice’s theory of 
Implicature as its analytical tool. Then this study recognizes the findings based on the 
framing analysis: sub-maxims cooperative principle and the implicature in order to 
know how the Implicature performed by A Mild Creatips. This study uses qualitative 
approach since it gains an in-depth and holistic understanding of the complexity of 
social life in the form of description of various problem and distracted practice. The 
theory Implicature applied recognizes the most of the Implicature in A Mild Creatips 
are performed in the form of Particularized Conversational Implicature and few of 
them are Generalized Conversational Implicature. This kind of Implicature obtained 
from numbers of deliberate violations on the maxims contained in the tips. Further, in 
order to find the real meaning of the tips there are two aspects that need to be 
calculated. They are context of utterances and items of background of knowledge. 
The implicature is also driven from humor. The notion of humor is marked by the 
feeling of joy, fun until laughter (for anyone who reads it) when the content of the 
tips cannot afford to give an effective and efficient respond, that is, by not adhering 
the four sub-maxims cooperative principle. One blatant breach particularly on the 
maxim of manner may directly trigger humor and create implicature as it is 
considered absurd. Moreover, when it flouts all of the four maxims, besides can make 
people amuse, it attracts them to be more anxious to know what the actual meaning of 
the tips. Hence, all of the tips in A Mild Creatips are considered funny and amusing 
since the deliberate violations on the maxims create a nature of joy, amusing and 
laughter in which intended to convey the implicature.  
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